
Skyline Basic Writing 2 
 

Lesson 1 
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2. short; slim  3. funny; cute  4. creative; smart 
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2. kind  3. active  4. happy  
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2. friendly  3. fat  4. young 
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2. My teacher is a friendly person. 3. We have two lessons a week.   
4. Mr. Blake teaches us to draw. 
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Mr. White is my art teacher. He is a creative, friendly man. He is tall and fat. He has short 
brown hair. We have two art lessons a week. Mr. White teaches us to draw and paint. 
Sometimes we do crafts. He always smiles at us. I like him very much. 
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2. train station  3. church  4. museum 
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2. car  3. foot  4. bus 
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2. dining room  3. living room  4. bedroom   
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2. I go to school from Monday to Friday.  3. My school is near the park.   
4. We play on the sports field. 
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My school is near the park. It is a new school. I go to school from Monday to Friday. I got to 
school by bus. There are many classrooms and a big sports field at my school. There are also 
many students. We study in the classrooms. We play on the field during recess. The teachers 
are kind to us.  
 

Lesson 3 
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shopping mall;  food court 
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seesaw;  slide;  sandbox 
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2. food court; Grandfather  3. supermarket; Mother  4. park; friend  
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2. There is a swing at the playground.  3. My favorite place is the park.  
4. I play in the sandbox with my friends. 
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There is a shopping mall down the street from my house. It is my favorite place. There are a lot 
of shops, a food court, and a supermarket at the mall. I go there with my parents. I like to eat at 
the food court. I like to get snacks at the supermarket. Sometimes we buy clothes at the shops. 
We have a lot of fun at the shopping mall. 
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piano;  chess;  cards 
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2. jacket   3. dress  4. cartoon 
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2. behind   3. in    4. inside 
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2. I like to hide behind the door.  3. I play it with my friends. 
4. It is a really exciting game. 
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I like to play hide-and-seek. It is my favorite game. I play it with my little brothers. I like to 
hide under the bed. Sometimes I hide behind the door. I always win. They never find me. It is a 
really exciting game. 
hide; seek ; game ;brothers; under; behind ; win ; never; really exciting 
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2. bath   3. milk   4. toys 
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2. vase; water  3. bottle; juice  4. pot; soil 
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2.body; towel  3. ground; broom  4. table; cloth 
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2. I scrub my body with soap.  3. I like to sing in the tub. 
4. I like to play with toys in the tub. 
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I like to keep myself clean. I take a bath every day. Sometimes I take a bath with my little sister. 
Father fills the tub with warm water. Then I get into the tub. I scrub my body with soap. I like 
to sing in the tub. I like to read stories in the tub. I dry my body with a towel after my bath.  
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2. giant snake  3. huge dragon  4. evil witch 
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2. played  3. yelled  4. chased 
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2. was; hungry  3. was; sad   4. was; scared    
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2. I dreamed a terrible dream last night.  3. It roared like a lion. 
4. The monster chased after me. 
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I dreamed a terrible dream last night. It was a nightmare. there was a witch in my dream. She 
was short and skinny. She was also ugly. She laughed like a devil. She chased after me. I was 
scared. I yelled and yelled. Suddenly, I opened my eyes. It was just a dream.  
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2 . saw; piglet  3. saw; baby bird  4. saw; kitten  
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2. touched; toes  3. planted; rose  4. baked; cup cakes 
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2. meowed; had  3. chirped; had  4. roared; had 
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2. The piglet looked very sad.   3. The kitten was very scared. 
4. The duckling had a cute beak. 
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One day, I saw a poor kitten. It had brown fur. It had big eyes and a long tail. I was small. It 
was under a tree. It looked very sad. I touched it. It meowed at me. Then it ran away. 
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2. took; museum  3. took; beach  4. took; circus 
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2. saw; tall  3. saw; huge  4. saw; funny 
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2. koalas; were  3. tigers; were  4. pandas; were 
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2. We saw many kinds of animals.  3. Father took many pictures of me. 
4. The monkeys were very funny. 
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One day, Grandpa and Grandma took me to the zoo. We were very excited. We saw a fierce 
tiger. We saw a tall giraffe. We also saw many other kinds of animals. I like the pandas most of 
all. They were very cute. Grandfather took many pictures of me. We had a lovely day. 
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2. took; supermarket  3. took; bookstore  4. took; library  
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2. bought; dress  3. bought; clock  4. bought; bicycle 
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2. saw; toy soldier; doll  3. saw; puzzle; toy gun  4. saw; teddy bear; robot 
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2. I liked the toy soldier most of all.  3. Grandmother took me to a park. 
4. Father bought me a toy for my birthday.  
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Father and Mother took me to a bookstore. they wanted to buy me a book for my birthday. 
There were many books for children in the store. I saw many books on the shelves. I saw a big 
picture book in the corner. I liked it most of all. My parents bought it for me. I was very happy 
with my birthday present. 
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2. went skiing  3. played basket ball  4. went roller-skating 
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2. ran  3. taught  4. bought 
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2. went; Monday afternoon  3. went; Wednesday evening 
4. went; Thursday night 
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2. Mother taught me how to cook.  3. Mr. Lee taught me how to ski. 
4. Mike taught me how to play computer games. 
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It was a cool Saturday morning. Father and I went roller-skating. We went to the skating rink in 
the park. We brought our roller-skates and helmets. The rink was very big. We put on our roller 
skates and helmets. Father taught me how to roller-skate. Soon I roller-skated without his help. 
It was fun. 
 
 

 


